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This work examines the influence of limited instrumental bandwidth on the accuracy of recovery of
the density of localized states in semiconductors from transient and modulated photoconductivity
data. Paradoxically, knowledge of theshort-time transient photoresponse can be vital in the
estimation,via a Fourier transform, of the density ofdeep-lyingstates. We demonstrate that
retention of the natural response of a bandwidth limited system, although subject to distortion at
short times, can lead to much improved accuracy in density of states determination than simple
truncation of the short-time response. It is shown that this improvement arises simply from the
integrating effect of a bandwidth limited system over short time intervals, which makes it possible
to access and exploit information originating at times much shorter than the instrumentation rise
time. These concepts are exemplified using computer simulated transient photoconductivity for
several model systems including one which mimics the expected density of states in amorphous
silicon. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!07913-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transient photoconductivity~TPC! and modulated pho
toconductivity ~MPC! are two closely related technique
which can yield information on the distribution of localize
statesg(E) in amorphous semiconductor films.1–6 TPC rep-
resents the impulse response of a semiconductor to a s
flash of light, giving a time-dependent photocurrenti (t),
while MPC is the spectrum in the frequency domain, of t
photocurrent responseI (v), to sinusoidally modulated opti
cal excitation. In the context of a multitrapping model, ea
contains information on the trapping and release kinetics
excess charge carriers, in localized gap states, and henc
the density of states~DOS! function. Additionally, there is a
formal mathematical relation between the impulse and
quency responses, provided the trapping system dyna
are linear. While this equivalence exists, it is nevertheless
case that the transitions characteristic of a given group
states are more clearly distinguished in the frequency dom
than in the time domain. Thus at any instant intime in the
TPC case, free electrons are interacting simultaneously
the whole range of localized states, making it difficult
discern the influence of any given group of states. In
MPC case,4 however, at a given modulationfrequencyv the
amplitude and phase shiftf~v! of the free electron density
and hence the photocurrentI (v), with respect to the excita
tion, are dominated by a narrow band of states close to

a!Author to whom corresspondence should be addressed; electronic
s.reynolds@tay.ac.uk
2780021-8979/2000/88(1)/278/5/$17.00
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ergyE5kT ln(n/v). Here,k is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the
temperature, andn is the attempt-to-escape frequency.

A method of calculatingg(E) from MPC data was de-
vised by Main,7 based on earlier work by Hattoriet al.6 After
some approximation, the expression

g~E!'
1

nskT
v

d

dv S emEAG cos~f~v!!

uI ~v!u D ~1!

is obtained, wheren is the electron thermal velocity,s is the
trap capture cross section,e is the electronic charge,m is the
electron mobility,E is the applied electric field strength,A is
the conduction cross section, andG is the amplitude of the
optical generation at frequencyv.

Experimentally, the frequency range available in MP
measurement using standard lock-in amplifier instrumen
tion is relatively limited, restricting the observable ener
range available. Mainet al.1 showed that time sampled tran
sient photoconductivityi (tk) may be transformed by numer
cal Fourier integral to give an approximate numerical res
I n(v) for the frequency dependent photocurrentI (v). Writ-
ing the Fourier transform as

I ~v!5E
0

`

i ~ t !exp~2 j vt !dt, ~2!

then a simple numerical approximation is given by
ail:
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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I n~v!5 (
k51

n
1
2@ i ~ tk11!exp~2 j vtk11!

1 i ~ tk!exp~2 j vtk#Dtk

'I ~v!, ~3!

where the intervalDtk5tk112tk . Apart from the necessar
ily discrete nature of this approximation, it is evident that t
experimental time interval cannot match that of the tra
form definition. Typically, the sample time range cover
can be from a few nanoseconds to tens of seconds, so th
principle, a wider energy range may be accessed than is
sible with MPC. However, a serious problem can arise8 with
the accuracy of the summation in Eq.~3! if short-time infor-
mation is not accessible experimentally.

The shortest accessible time in TPC measurement is
erally controlled by the combination of sample and pream
lifier configurations. Usually there will be a related gai
bandwidth ‘‘tradeoff’’ so that to detect very low amplitud
photocurrent transients, requiring a high system gain,
must accept a longer associated response time. Hence i
been normal practice to discard information from a tim
range shorter than the characteristic response time emplo
or even up to ten times this value.9

We note here that the trapping time of free electrons i
the ensemble of gap states in many amorphous semicon
tors, e.g., amorphous silicon, may be as short as 10212s,
much shorter than the typical instrumental response ti
and hence the initial trapping processes cannot be dire
accessed by such experiments.

In previous work,8,10,11 we have examined the signifi
cance of ‘‘missing’’ short time data in the above calculatio
with reference to the accuracy of recovery of the DOS.
sentially, we have shown that if the TPC is simply truncat
losing short time information, this can under certain con
tions, result in severe distortion of the returned DOS ove
wide range of energy. Initially, this may seem surprisin
since it might be argued that the short time photocurr
should be influenced mostly by those states which ach
rapid thermal contact with the band, i.e., shallow traps. Ho
ever, it is clear in the context of the Fourier integral of E
~2! above, that if the short-time photocurrent is high, and
there is a substantial fall in the current when trapping co
mences, then the contribution to the integral from the sh
time component can be significant, even for low values ofv,
which correspond to deep states in the DOS. Others2,12 have
also pointed out the vital importance of knowledge of t
short-time current, to the validity of other DOS computati
schemes.

In practice, the experimentally available time windo
would not normally allow this crucially important short tim
data to be accessed. To study the consequences of this,
earlier work11 we showed that it is possible to generate su
stantially the same long-time TPC decay using several
ferent DOS distributions, for example: exponential, Gau
ian, and flat, by an appropriate choice of paramete
Analysis of these decays using only the posttrapping curr
which was close to a power-law form in all cases, results
expected in three almost indistinguishable exponential dis
Downloaded 16 Jan 2009 to 158.125.80.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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butions. Only by extending the analysis to include the sho
time (t,10211s), pretrapping photocurrent could the diffe
ent distributions be properly distinguished.

MPC measurement, on the other hand, does not su
from errors caused by missing short-time data. The ques
thus arises—why should an MPC measurement made wi
limited bandwidth provide a more accurate set ofI (v) data,
albeit over its restricted range of validity—than the trunca
and transformed TPC originating in a measurement m
with an equal or wider bandwidth? In this article, we retu
to the question of the effect of limited instrumental ban
width in the TPC experiment, but with a different treatme
Instead of representing the effect of the finite experimen
time window by using a simple truncation of ideal comput
TPC curves, we include the rather different, and perh
more realistic, effect of a finite instrumental rise time, a
outline ways of compensating for this, which retrieve t
effect of the ‘‘missing’’ short-time information.

II. METHODS

The investigation required the computation of t
‘‘ideal’’ TPC, i (t) vs t for selectedg(E) distributions, fol-
lowed by either truncation or low-pass filtering of the orig
nal TPC with appropriate time constants, and then calcu
tion of the DOSvia Fourier transform of the processed da
The ‘‘reconstituted’’ DOS so obtained was then compar
with the original.

To compute the TPC for a giveng(E), we first represent
the continuous distribution of states with a fine ladder
closely spaced discrete levels, and then solve the resu
system of multitrapping rate equations, for free and trapp
electron densities, with appropriate initial conditions for t
excess electron density. The decay of the excess free ele
density Dn(t) from an initial value of 1015cm23 is then
extracted from the solution set, since it is proportional to
photocurrenti (t). Efficient numerical solution schemes hav
been developed and are fully described in ear
publications.13,14 The resulting simulated decay begins
times much shorter than the trapping time into the ove
ensemble of traps, i.e.,t,10212s. To compare the two strat
egies, i.e., simple truncation versus bandwidth limitation,
‘‘exact,’’ or full, decay was either truncated at a specifi
time t i , or a numerical single pole low pass filter algorith
was applied, to replicate the bandwidth limited system
sponse with characteristic time constantt i5t i . Finally the
processed decays were subject to discrete Fourier integra
starting ineach casefrom an initial timet i , andg(E) was
calculated using Eq.~1!.

To illustrate clearly the operation of the propos
method we chose several representative model densitie
states:

Flat:

g~E!5g051018 cm23 eV21; ns51026 cm3 s21;

Exponential:

g~E!5g0 exp~2E/E0!; g051021 cm23 eV21;

E050.14 eV; ns51028 cm3 s21;
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Amorphous silicon:10

g~E!5g0 exp~2E/E0!1gd /sech@~E2Ed!/E1#,

g05431021 cm23 eV21; gd51017 cm23 eV21;

E050.03 eV; Ed50.6 eV; E150.06 eV;

ns51028 s21.

The flat and exponential distributions are the same
used by Grabtchaket al.11 and have parameters chosen
give closely similar trapping times and posttrapping dec
slopes. The simplified model DOS for amorphous silic
was reported by Mainet al.,10 and contains a defect ‘‘bump’
centered at a depth of 0.60 eV. It is well known that the T
in a-Si:H exhibits a steep fall at about 1027 s related to
trapping into the deep defects. In this case, we wish to
amine the consequences of missing the pre-‘‘deep-trappi
part of the TPC prior to 1027 s rather than the initial pretrap
ping portion prior to 10212s.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Exponential and flat distributions

In Fig. 1 we show the simulated TPC in the form of th
excess electron decay, on log–log axes for the expone
and flat distributions. It is evident, as we have arranged,
the decays are very similar over the time window employ
The posttrapping sections have nearly identical power-
slopes. The trapping features are also similar, with app
ently only minor differences in the trapping regions of t
traces. The trapping times for the exponential and flat dis
butions are 9310213 and 2310212s, respectively. Never
theless, it is these small differences at short times, wh
contain the information on the distinguishing features of
two different distributions.

Figure 2 demonstrates, for the flat distribution, the
fects of bandwidth limitation on the form of the transie
decay, using time constantst i of 10211, 10210, and 1029 s.
For times,t i , the transient is effectively beingintegrated
by the responding system, and a noticeable ‘‘overshoot’’ a
appears in the response, so that the observed decay doe

FIG. 1. Simulated decay of excess electron densityDn(t) for the exponen-
tial and flat trap distributions. Parameters chosen to result in very sim
power-law slopes in the posttrapping sections. Small differences in
short-time trapping regions contain information that distinguishes the
distributions.
Downloaded 16 Jan 2009 to 158.125.80.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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approach the true curve until, in this case, a time of arou
10t i has elapsed. Such behavior is also often seen in
experiment, where the practice normally would be to u
only the longer time data, for which the overshoot error is
small, or to try to remeasure with a shorter response time
the expense of reduced sensitivity.

In Fig. 3, we show the DOS computed from the full TP
and bandwidth-limited data derived from the two respon
of Fig. 1, using a response time of 10210s, i.e., about 100
times longer than the respective trapping times. Arrows
Fig. 2 indicate the start point of the numerical Fourier in
gration, for the flat DOS TPC. The lower arrow indicates t
point on the exact TPC curve, used to start the ‘‘truncate
case integration, while the upper arrow indicates the integ
tion start point on the dashed curve which represents
bandwidth-limited situation. A similar procedure was carri
out for the exponential DOS. It is quite clear thattruncation
of the full TPC results in loss of the short time informatio
resulting in computed distributions which are substantia
exponential in form for both cases, and which are in er
over the whole relevant energy range. Even for the c

r
e
o

FIG. 2. Computed transient photocurrent for the flat distribution, show
the effects of bandwidth limitation with system time constants 10211, 10210,
and 1029 s. Integration and overshoot effects are evident. Arrows indic
the time 10210 s from which the Fourier integrations started.

FIG. 3. Density of states computed from full TPC and truncated a
bandwidth-limited TPC data of Fig. 1.Data truncationat 10210 s results in
erroneous exponential DOS.Bandwidth limitation (lpf)with response time
10210 s results in more accurate DOS for both exponential and flat distr
tions. The dashed lines represent theoriginal DOS at shallow energies.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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where the starting distribution is exponential, the return
DOS has a significantly different characteristic slope. Ho
ever, using the apparently distortedbandwidth-limiteddata
results in returned distributions which agree well with t
actual DOS in the energy range defined by the time respo
of the system.

We show in Fig. 4 the DOS returned from the TP
computed for the flat distribution, for truncation and r
sponse times of 10211, 10210, and 1029 s, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The truncated data give rise to completely errone
exponential distributions over the entire energy range e
ployed, while the bandwidth-limited data give distributio
that match the original at successively deeper energies.

From the foregoing, it is evident that the bandwidt
limited traces carry information on events which occurred
much shorter times than the bandwidth seems to allow,
formation which is essential to the reconstruction of t
DOS. This fortuitous result relies on the integrating functi
of the instrumentation at short times. Splitting the Four
transform of the TPC, Eq.~2!, into short and long time por
tions, we have

I ~v!5E
0

t i
i ~ t !exp~2 j vt !dt1E

t.t i

`

i ~ t !exp~2 j vt !dt. ~4!

For v@1/t i , the exp(2jvt) factor within the integrand of
the first term in Eq.~4! has a very small imaginary part an
is close to unity, and so can be removed from within t
integral giving approximately

I ~v!'exp~2 j vt i !E
0

t i
i ~ t !dt1E

t.t i

`

i ~ t !exp~2 j vt !dt. ~5!

Thus if we take the numerical Fourier integral ofi (t) data
which are accurate at timet i , and start the integration from
time t i using the second term of the right hand side of E
~5!, then this represents the truncated case described ab
Although the data may be accurate over the range of
integration, nevertheless the information from shorter tim
contained in the first term, is lost. However, the first integ
of Eq. ~5! is an operation that is performedin reality over
this time range by the low-pass system characteristic.

FIG. 4. Density of states computed from flat DOS TPC data of Fig.
Range of truncation and response times:~a! 10211 s, ~b! 10210 s, and~c!
1029 s. Truncated datalead to completely erroneous exponential distrib
tions. Bandwidth-limited (lpf)data lead to distributions which match th
DOS obtained from the full TPC~d!. Also included: original DOS~e!.
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bandwidth-limited response is a good approximation to t
‘‘missing’’ integral. Consequently the transform accura
may be improved by including this response, as shown
mally by the two equations. Thus, starting the numeri
Fourier integralI n(v) at timet i with the bandwidth-limited
trace, will automatically include thesystem-originatedinte-
gral, thereby improving accuracy. Unfortunately, in this ca
any overshoot present will also be included in the integ
producing some error, which is evident in the ‘‘turn-down
of the computed DOS at shallow energies in Figs. 3,
and 7.

B. Model amorphous silicon distribution

Figure 5 shows the full TPC computed for the mod
a-Si:H DOS given in Sec. II, and also the bandwidth-limite
response calculated for characteristic system times
1029– 1023 s in decade steps. The steep fall between 1027

and 1025 s is caused by deep trapping into the defe
‘‘bump’’ placed at 0.60 eV depth. Associated with this fall
the ‘‘overshoot’’ distortion feature described above, which
evident for system response times longer than;1026 s, and
which is also often observed in experimental TPC measu
ments ona-Si:H and related materials. It is also clear th
following such an overshoot, the trace does not approach
exact TPC until around ten times the response time. N

.FIG. 5. Computed full TPC and bandwidth-limited TPC@in the form of
electron density decayDn(t)# for modela-Si:H DOS. Characteristic system
times 1029– 1023 s. Note deep trapping at 1027– 1025 s. Also visible is
overshoot feature associated with limited bandwidth.

FIG. 6. Density of states for modela-Si:H computed from full TPC, and
TPC truncated at times 1029– 1023 s. Truncation times of 1025 s and longer
lead to successively greater error in returned DOS.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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mally, only experimental data after such distortion had
come negligible would be processed to compute the DO

In Fig. 6 we show the DOS computed from the exa
TPC, simply truncated at times 1029– 1023 s, superimposed
on the DOS obtained by using all of the TPC. The form
the ‘‘true’’ DOS can be seen to be a steep exponential ta
deep defect bump centered at 0.60 eV, and with a minim
at ;0.4 eV. We note here that the extensive power-law
cay at long times could be misinterpreted under multitr
ping theory, to indicate a featureless exponential DOS
fact, as we showed in an earlier work10 when the short-time
data before the steep fall are included, the deep defect s
ture in the DOS is revealed. However, for truncation times
1025 s and longer, the form of the bump is completely lo
and only an exponential distribution is returned. For a tru
cation time of 1026 s, we begin to see that there is a de
feature, but the result is clearly substantially in error. In F
7 we show the DOS computed using the apparently disto
bandwidth limited traces, processed using the procedure
lined in Sec. III A. Over the energy range for which th
method is valid, it is clear that it is possible to recover t
shape of the deep state DOS accurately.

Using the model DOS listed above fora-Si:H, it is also
possible to calculate the MPCI (v) directly, under
bandwidth-limited conditions, by including the measuri
system frequency response, prior to computing the DOS

FIG. 7. Density of states for modela-Si:H computed from full TPC, and
from apparently distorted bandwidth-limited TPC. Over the energy range
which the method is valid, the shape of the deep state DOS, is recov
accurately.
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this is done, the results are almost identical to those of Fig
Thus the question raised in Sec. I is answered—the two te
niques of MPC and TPC are indeed formally equivalentin
practice—leaving any advantage of one over the other to
properties of the instrumentation employed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the effects of bandwidth limitati
on the accuracy of procedures used to determine the de
of states from TPC and MPC data. We have highlighted
importance of missing short-time information in the TP
Fourier transform procedure, and have shown that inform
tion originating at times much shorter than the instrumen
tion rise time is nevertheless manifested in experiment
acquired photocurrent decay, via inclusion of the system
tegration of the short-time data. Using this information a
propriately allows a substantial improvement in the reliab
ity and accuracy of the determination of the DOS from TP
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